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Bridging the gap between textbook diagrams and the complex reality of histological preparations,

this magnificent atlas of human microanatomy is designed to help students understand the complex

structures encountered when viewing microscopic sections of tissues. Instead of simply depicting an

individual section, each drawing is a compilation of the key structures and features seen in many

preparations from similar tissues or organs. Invaluable to students in a range of life science and

medical disciplines including human and veterinary medicine, dentistry, mammalian biology,

pharmacy, and nursing.
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The hours in the histo lab are much more worthwhile when you have a good reference text with you.

The recommended text for my MS1 histo class was adequate, but simply seeing more pictures

helps get the material imprinted in your visual memory. Recommended for any MS1 gunner.

This book was optional, I am so glad I bought it! While all of my classmates were confusedly trying

to match up what they saw under their microscopes with what was shown in our textbooks, I had no

trouble since I had this wonderfully illustrated book handy. It also was useful as an example of how

to draw what I was viewing in slides.

I was one of the people asked to review this book by the publisher prior to its acceptance for



publication. I found it to be an excellent atlas of histology based on detailed drawings rather than on

photomicrographs. Drawings provide an idealized view of histologic materials that actual

micrographs cannot usually display. While some instructors prefer actual photographic micrographs

I find that drawings often offer the student a better understanding and help in identifying anatomic

detail.
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